
 
 

 

The MD/CEO, 

FunmiAyinke Humanitarian Foundation, 

Block III, Plot 10, 1st Avenue, 

OGSH Housing Corporation, 

Ibara Estate, Oke-Ilewo, 

Abeokuta, Ogun State, Nigeria. 

 

Dear Sir/Ma, 

Letter of Appreciation 

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude and appreciation on behalf of the AIROL team for your generous 

support and sponsorship of our 2024 First Tech Challenge (FTC). Your commitment to our cause has had a 

profound impact, and we wanted to take a moment to convey our heartfelt thanks. 

 

Your contribution played a pivotal role in the success of our tournament, and we are truly grateful for your 

unwavering support. It is partnerships like yours that enabled us to purchase supplies for the participants, pay 

for the participant’s participation in the tournament, and make a positive difference in our community. We are 

proud to have you as a valuable ally in our mission. 

 

In acknowledgment of your support, we featured your name on our banner and showcased it on our social 

media platform and university website, https://unilag.edu.ng/?p=33368. We believe that highlighting your 

involvement will not only express our gratitude but also promote you among our supporters and participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are also glad to let you know that the team achieved 1st place in the "Think Award" which is an award 

given to the team that best reflects the journey they took as they experienced the engineering design process 

Artificial Intelligence and Robotic 

Laboratory (AIROL/AIRLAB), 

D.K. Olukoya Central Research and 

Reference Laboratories. 

University of Lagos. 

4th February 2024. 



during the build season likewise, the team also secured 3rd place in the "Inspire Award " which is an award 

given to the team that best embodies the 'challenge' of the FIRST Tech Challenge program. 

Additionally, the team successfully qualified for the upcoming international tournament in Australia scheduled 

for July 2024. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once again, thank you for your generosity and commitment to making a positive impact. We look forward to 

the possibility of future collaborations and continued success together. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Chika O. Yinka-Banjo, Ph.D. (Associate Professor) 
Department of Computer Sciences, 
University of Lagos, Akoka, Lagos 
Coordinator, AI & Robotic Lab (AiRoL) UNILAG 
Research Member, African Research Universities Alliance (ARUA) 
Member, Machine Learning Intelligence Group, MIRG, Comp Sci, UNILAG 
cyinkabanjo@unilag.edu.ng , chikagog@gmail.com 
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